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About This Content

This stunning Train Simulator add-on features the unique and beautiful Isle of Wight railway. Travel round the picturesque
holiday island in the Class 483; these ex-London Underground trains have been given a new lease of life on the Isle of Wight

and are the oldest trains in mainline service anywhere in the UK. Or for a change of pace, power and era you can also drive the
1915 Kitchener Class 0-4-0ST "Invincible" on the Isle of Wight Steam Railway.

This add-on comes with two locomotives, three liveries, rolling stock, Isle of Wight line and landscapes and a set of 14 scenarios
for you to enjoy.

Scenarios

After the Flood

And So to Bed

Island Line Day Rover: Part 1

Island Line Day Rover: Part 2

Isle of "White"

Last Train Standing
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Let the Music Play On

Lightning Strike

Lights! Camera! Action!

Looking After Number One

Much Merriment and Cake

Pier Pressure

Santa Special

Shanklin Sunrise

Key Features

The Isle of Wight add-on includes

A Class 483 Electric Multiple Unit in a London Transport and Network Southeast Livery.

A W37 0-4-0ST ‘Invincible’ Steam Locomotive along with 6369 Composite First Class Carriage, a 4112 Third Class &
Guards Van Carriage and a SR 5 Plank Goods Wagon

Other rolling stock includes: A DX 68809 Diesel Personnel Carrier and a 20t Support Trailer

Island Line Length: 8.5 miles (Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin)

Isle of Wight Railway: 5 miles (Smallbrook Junction to Wootton)
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train simulator isle of wight route add-on

I don't know what the hell this was supposed to be, but it sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no interaction I don't
even know what the hell was going on. I came out of the experience with less idea what it was about then when i started. I would
not recommend this to anyone I just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665away 5$ don't make the same
mistake. love the gameplay but my games keep crashing and everytime my game crashes it makes my saves usless and i cant
reload. Crashes afetr a minute in game. + Fun gameplay
+ Fair price
+ Great customisation
+ Decent map layouts
+ Night combat looks amazing\/has great atmosphere

- Clunky controls at times
- Strange ai behaviour at times
- A little bit more content wouldn't hurt
- No real "roadmap" where the project is going (sure we got promises from the ea section on the store etc. but what is the
timeline\/goal for individual points in there?)
- No option for weather or dynamic time of day (more weather options are announced to be implemented later. Thanks
@Thomas for pointing that out)

Starting of I pretty much just want to play terrorist hunt in coop. I don't believe this sort of game is the best PVP experience.
Sure PVP is a big selling point to most people, but with players you just get a level of complexity that lead to things like ping
being an issue.
I like the game for what it is: a nostalgic tactical shooter with empathise on teamwork and specialised roles. Sure there is
reasonable criticism of this game out there. It's not on the level of polish one would like it to be. But for the asking price I'm
really happy with it.. A fun but sometimes really hard and frustrating game. Could get a bit repetitive, but I love it!. I began
mounting my monitor mid-game and broke my meat stick.. blap blap was here. Janky Russian Combat Racer. I got it in a bundle
so I can't complain.
Weird as heck cut scenes.
I just wish the racing actually made you feel like you were going fast instead of feeling like things slowed down.
I'm gonna uninstall this now.. Has a Tachikoma skin

10\/10. I didn't understand much when I played, but it is a fine game, clear screen, need more improve and... need more
instruction and tutorial much.
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10/10
1080p
lets you livestream
Very useful
Would record again.. Doesn't save your progress....? what.... Mention the original Painkiller to any devotee and watch as their
eyes light up, their bodies start to animate wildly and a wellspring of jovial passion cascades over their speech of loving
admiration. After this moving testimony, ask for their thoughts on Painkiller: Resurrection and recoil in horror as all emotion
abandons them and the blood drains from their face, leaving behind a vacant and pale visage while they recount sickening tales
of a game permeated with bugs, crashes, dull levels that confusingly branch out and twist on for miles; giving the illusion of
freedom, when really every path except one leads to dead ends, more bugs, crashes, pointless excursions with no reward.
Ceaseless enemy hordes that offer no challenge, consume exorbitant amounts of time and spawn inside of the walls, the floors,
the ceilings, and every other nook and cranny, so long as it isn't in the playable space. Scouring for ammo constantly, in order to
defeat bosses possessing a ridiculous number of health points, who never hit you once because the developers forgot to program
in some decent AI. As more and more energy is expended detailing the atrocities of Painkiller: Resurrection, you can feel your
soul gradually leaving your body and you have to end the tirade. It's the sinister feeling all Painkiller fans know too well.

The second this bloated corpse was resurrected, it should have been buried deep in the earth, never mentioned of again.

2\/10. Super Cute Puzzles.
Quick to finish.. 6\/10

I highly recommend this came. It's casual, not even a true platformer, but no matter it's freaking FUN. Fun is the main concept
of this game and the devs have made it so that even repetitive levels seem fun. Yeah, so go get it. It's a must when you got a
coupon to bare.

Anyways, music is awesome, gameplay is wasd and easy extra keys, graphics are coloured and alien-like dungeons, so go for it..
7/10
It's a good painting software for making pixel arts or something abstract.Many good tools for making nice canvas, but It has
some bugs(maybe not a bug LOL) eg. the script that makes grid smaller but when I used it I can't restore it back to the size
before(-*-). Where am I lol?

Jokes aside, its not worth 4€, but for 1-2€ its ok...

I wished there would be a "Neutral"- button, but since there is none, I rate it as positive.. A pretty fun pick-up-and-play game,
with a slow grind of pickups and "quests". The game is definitly held together by its humorous dialogue (Toe Jam & Earl meets
Adventure Time?), but the re-interpretation of Space Invaders gameplay isn't bad.

How fun can a game like this be? Probably just a few-dollars-fun, being that it's more of a 20-minutes-a-day game, and not an
hours-on-end, grind'y game.
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